
How You Can
Communicate
Like a Newsroom 

Jessica Young, Public Affairs Strategist
for City of Sugar Land

Welcome to Space City!



Pultizer Prize finalist for digital
storytelling with Houston Chronicle 

15 years in the media

Teach multimedia journalism, news and
social media at University of Houston 

Hey
, y'all. I'm

 Jessica Young Journalism and
public affairs
degrees from the
University of
Texas (hook 'em!)
and Harvard

Communications work
with City of Houston,
Harris County Pct. 2, and
now City of Sugar Land
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CLARIFICATION #1

"Get the right
message to

the right
people at the

right time."



"Get the right
message to the
right people in

the right medium  
on the right

platform at the
right time."

CLARIFICATION #1
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Right information
Right audience
Right time
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Data-Driven vs.
Data-Informed

You have to consider the
qualitative data around what
happened before repeating and
expecting the same results

CLARIFICATION #2
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Listening
The audience is already
telling you what they
need/want to know --
directly and indirectly



How
Newsrooms

Listen

S o c i a l  m e d i a W e b  T r a f f i c G o o g l e  T r e n d s



Newsroom Social Listening





Website Traffic



How YOU
can Listen

City Council Call Centers Community Meetings

Social media Web Traffic Google Trends



Beyonce Theory
If you like it then you should
have put a headline on it.

Interesting
Shareable



YOU TRY!
Where can you start listening for content

ideas or messaging opportunities? 
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Reporting
Collect information,
focus your story and
determine the purpose



So what's your story?
01 Focus your story and find your angle

02 Determine the purpose 04

03 Determine your style

Think of a headline and two supporting sentences

Why are you communicating? To Educate? Empower? Engage?

News vs. Feature style; inverted pyramid



Focus Your Story and Find Your Angle



Determine Your Purpose
(why are you telling this
story, anyway)

The City of Sugar Land's
strategy focuses on creating

content that falls into at least
one of the following 

three categories:



Is your
content doing

at least one
of these

three things?

Educate

Engage

Empower



Educate
Notify/Inform
Explain a process
Show decision-making



Engage
Two-way
Call-to-action
Online or IRL



Empower
Community pride
Confidence
Invested



YOU TRY!
What's the headline for your message?

Are you trying to educate, engage, or empower?
What style or tone should your message take?



Determine Your Tone and Style
Consider your audience and goal!

NEWS FEATURE

MOST IMPORTANT: 5Ws Details and Scene Setting

Moral, why you were told this story

Psst! This
applies to any

medium



Personify Your Audience
01 Fake a phone call

02 Anticipate their questions 04

03 Imagine them digesting (watching/reading) it

If you called your mom and told her this, how would you
explain it to her? To your kids? Your grandpa?

Try to work the answers into your story or have a sidebar (FAQs)

Where do they get their information? How do they consume it?



YOU TRY!
What questions might they have? 

How do they consume information?
What does their day-to-day look like?
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Distribution
If a tree falls in the
forest and your audience
is not in the forest --
no, it didn't happen
according to them. 



Anti-"Field of Dreams"
If you build it, they will come.



Anti-"Field of Dreams"
If you build it, they will not
know it exists and will not
even know to look for it
until you put it in front of
them where they already are.



Go to your
audience.

Don't make
them find you
or form a new

habit.



Where in the
WORLD do you

meet your
audience?Phone Call IRL Meetings Printed Materials

Social Media Email Push Alert/SMS



How 'social' is your social media?



YOU TRY!
Where is the audience for your message?

What platform will your message fit?
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Storytelling
Considering where your
audience is, what medium
makes sense for that
platform? 



Ways
to tell

your
storyAudio Graphics Text/Blogs

Photos Maps Video



Blog

More space to tell story
Package with multimedia

SEO
Clickthru data



Video Perfect for interesting movement or to convey emotion
Have a solid lead image to create thumb-stopping moment
Good practice to have 5Ws and H within first 10 seconds

 



Graphics and Infographics

Great way to tell main idea
without needing to click

 
Infographics are an

effective way to visualize a
complicated topic



Photos

Behind the scenes
Strikingly beautiful
Interesting Angles

Ultimate thumb-stoppers

Huge driver of community pride



Photos



YOU TRY!
Considering the message, audience and location -

- what format should the story be told?
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Measuring

Stop doing what isn't
working and capitalize on
what is working.



You're not managing
what you're not
measuring. Quit

doing box-checking
communication.



But first, define "working"
Social
Media

Video
Newsletter

Web 

comments

reach

shares

reactions

Uniques

Time on Site

referral traffic

bail out

open-rates

click-thru

views

retention time
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high social KPI does not guarantee high web KPI



Other KPIs in Government Comms

Sentiment, call volume, etc.



YOU TRY!
How will you measure success of your message?



EXPERIMENT! 
Maybe it was a fluke?

Timing on social posts
Lead image on videos

Verb placement in newsletter subjects
POSSIBILITIES ARE INFINITE .... (like space)



Ultimately, you're
building a relationship

Be able to turn to each
other when you need
each other the most.



Thank You
Jessica Young
jryoung@sugarlandtx.gov
@JesHamL10


